An additional bus route is planned to operate between Eglinton Station and Yanchep Station via Yanchep Golf Estate. The route will be introduced upon commencement of the Yanchep Rail Extension and is subject to future development, completion of the surrounding road network and available resources. Until such a time this route is introduced, Route 496 will deviate via Yanchep Beach Rd to the Parkland Dr roundabout.

Routes 491 & 492 will operate via a temporary alignment via Pipidinny Rd awaiting completion of Cepkin Dr to through the future Eglinton Town Centre.

Route 491 will operate via temporary alignment through Amberton and Shorehaven Estates awaiting completion of the road network. Cepkin Dr and Leeward Ave may not be available upon completion of the Yanchep Rail Extension and is subject to future development. Should these roads not be available, Route 491 will operate via Cinnabar Dr to rejoin Marmion Ave. The route via Amberton and Shorehaven Estates is not on the long term alignment for Route 491 with the service ultimately planned to operate via Knobloch Rd and Ward Ave at the Picasso Prom Roundabout.